Scientiﬁc Crossbow Test
By Jon Teater
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market. The company
produces
various
brands from its headquarters in Bloomfield, New York. One of its
latest introductions is the powerful Benjamin
Airbow, which fires arrows with the aid of a precharged pneumatic power source. However, the
CenterPoint line is more conventional in that
it offers crossbows powered by conventional
limbs.
The Gladiator Whisper 405
This is ArrowTrade’s first opportunity to
emphasizes high speed at
take a close look at CenterPoint’s latest: the
an affordable price.
Gladiator Whisper 405. This 2017 flagship
crossbow is intended to attract those interested in blistering results. The product’s name is meant to the mating components were a tight fit. Once those were
speak for itself and the numerical reference is intended to together, I moved to the stirrup. The stirrup installed with
represent the crossbow’s top speed. For those who are not ease and was secured with setscrews. A third setscrew was
familiar with CenterPoint, this article should provide a fair installed to fasten the assembly bolt. Finally, after a quick
indication of what this latest model can do based on our mounting of the scope, I was off to the range. The scope
meticulous test.
packaging includes a battery for the illuminated multiThe Gladiator Whisper 405 (referred to as the “Gladiator” reticle that is installed in the battery turret. The illuminated
in the remainder of the article) is designed to be a speed option is certainly handy during morning/evening shooting.
demon. The advertised numbers of over 400 feet per sec- Further, the scope reticle includes multiple circles, degradond (fps) probably create a major blip on most consumers’ ing in size, to enable the archer to compensate for various
radar. The crossbow includes various cutouts as well as stock trajectories.
The crossbow took five to 10 shots to get dialed in. As
adjustment and its black features are accented by Realtree
Xtra camouflage. The crossbow is offered as a ready to hunt expected, the Gladiator packs a wallop. The sheer velocpackage. The package includes a 4x32 illuminated scope, ity and associated forward recoil were quite noticeable.
three carbon arrows, a quiver, a rope cocker and a sling. The The crossbow did seem to have rearward recoil as well,
which is normally not the case with crossbows. CenterPoint
total package is offered at a MSRP of $699.
includes a system for dampening the Gladiator. The Whisper
Silencing System includes two string stops, two limb dampIntroduction
As explained, this is the first CenterPoint crossbow to eners and two spider silencers designed to pacify the excess
be run through the ArrowTrade test. However, I did have the energy that does not go into the arrows.
As with most crossbow products, the Gladiator includes
opportunity to shoot the Sniper 370 last year. The barebones
Sniper 370 was a hit for many who wanted high speed and an anti-dryfire system. An auto-safety mechanism is incora light weapon. The 2017 Specialist XL 370 was an improve- porated. Both features are intended to protect the shooter.
ment on that model. The Gladiator is a step up from both of To properly operate the auto-safety, the unit must be placed
in the “fire” position. As the crossbow is drawn, the cocking
those crossbows, especially if speed is your preference.
The Gladiator required assembly upon receipt. After aid clips and string engage the safety, moving its position
I read through the owner’s manual, assembly took just a from first to “safe.” The anti-dryfire system requires an arrow
few steps. Installation of the front end took some time, as to be placed into the trigger housing in order for the safety to
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sco p e )
sco p e )
7.95 lbs
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*Note
that the
length
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and adjustable to the following increments:
35.0625,
35.6875,
36.4375,
or 37.8125
inches
but the
focus was
to detect
any37.1875
issues or
concerns
with the
be
moved
to the
“fire”
position.
The last major feature is the AR-style adjustable stock. product before starting the actual performance testing. The
The stock offers five level adjustments, ranging from 35.0625- Gladiator experienced zero issues during the initial testing.
37.8125 inches. The stock does not include an adjustable Each bolt initially installed during assembly (including the
cheekpiece. However, as the design was laid out, the height scope) was rechecked after shooting. No change in torsion
of the cheekpiece was ideal for my shooting preferences. The on any bolt occurred. The user should apply lubricant on a
stock adjustment also created a five range adjustment length consistent basis to the barrel to ensure less wear and tear on
of pull, spanning from 15.125-17.875 inches. The adjustment the string serving.
features of the stock are paramount for shooting as it relates
The crossbow was next evaluated on the following
five criteria:
to fitting bowhunters of different sizes.
Dynamic Efficiency: The dynamic efficiency portion of
The crossbow dimensions and weights measured out of
the test utilized a Revere Load-Cell controlled by a winch
the box appear above.
Next, the crossbow went through a thorough inspec- device; the load-cell connected to the crossbow with a cocktion. The review focused on the string/cables, eccentrics, ing aid. The crossbow was mounted in a shooting platform
limb and limb pockets, rail, stock, butt plate, trigger hous- that controlled any movement that might have been expeing, trigger and trigger guard. After a thorough review of the rienced as draw-force curves were taken. The stored energy
Gladiator, I found several blemishes. On the underside of obtained from the draw-force curve was used in conjuncthe assembly and the stirrup, there were nicks in the finish. tion with the speed measurements to calculate the dynamic
On the wings of the foregrip, there were three small non- efficiency.
Speed per Inch of Power Stroke: Speed measurements
camouflage spots. I would rate this product as average in the
were taken with three projectiles. A Pact Chronograph XP
workmanship section.
Thereafter, I put the product through a 50-75 shot cycling and a Competition Electronics Pro-Chrono IR were set in
to verify functionality. Some minor testing was performed tandem to record results. The average speed measurement
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was divided by the power stroke to determine the speed per
inch of power stroke.
Noise Output: Sound measurements were recorded
with three projectiles. The measurements were averaged
and the sound meter was set to take measurements with the
A-weighted filter, which mimics the human ear.
Trigger Force: The trigger force measurements were
recorded in pounds and averaged. An Imada Digital Force
Gauge was used to determine the peak trigger force.
Precision Measurements: This provides an indication
of how close groups were shot together when shooting by

a vg ( fp s)

hand from a bench rest or another supportive device. Group
size was calculated using extreme spread.

Testing
The test results of the Gladiator reached and in one case
exceeded the advertised numbers. The key takeaway from
the testing is that the crossbow achieves high speeds as a
result of an immense amount of stored energy.
The crossbow is provided with arrows weighing 388-390
grains. The results attained with one of those arrows averaged 410.6 fps. Conversely, the standardized test arrows
weighing 425, 475 and 525 grains respectively were utilized through the remainder of the testing (excluding the
projectile precision). The ability to profile the crossbow
amongst these specific arrow weights provided a range of
performance data that gave more insight into the overall
performance. The recorded speed with the lightest arrow
(425 grains) averaged 397.2 fps. As expected, a lighter arrow
provides a punch but the heavier arrow offers more kinetic
energy and momentum. Another achievement is an average
speed per inch of 25.4 fps. In consideration of my many past
tests, measurements over 20 fps are higher than average.
Looking deeper into the performance results, dynamic efficiency results with a 525 grain arrow reached 75.3 percent;
this number is not unexpected based on the stored energy
numbers. However, CenterPoint should look to improve this

Sound Mea surements
The stock provides easy adjustment for length of pull and is one
element in the comparatively light weight of this model.

EXCLUSIVE Drive Shaft System.
Complete with Both Heads.
Perfect Peep & Sight
Housing Alignment.
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any chance of vignetting. This is something that should be
taken into consideration as the crossbow is set up for a particular customer.
The pass-through grip was evaluated next. The composite foregrip includes rubber contact points on either side.
Furthermore, the open foregrip is more than adequate for
hand positioning and control. Adding in a pistol-style grip
with similar rubber material strengthens the control the
archer truly needs, especially for downward-angled shots. I
would prefer the balance point to be moved rearward but I
was able to work with the crossbow to achieve respectable
results downrange. The balance point is an essential factor in
shooting that the archer must consider. If the crossbow balance is not optimal, the archer will struggle with maintaining the steadiness needed to make an accurate shot.
I believe the trigger will be loved or hated. I found it to
be extremely crisp and some would consider it to break in a
surprising fashion. That may or not be an advantage to some
performance attribute.
The Gladiator performed very well in the projectile
precision segment. It achieved high speeds with minimal
disruption downrange, which speaks to the arrow and the
design engineering features behind the crossbow. Average
results in this segment are expected to be 2 inches at 40
yards. The respective measurements averaged 1.570 and
1.804 inches. Finally, the crossbow noise results were not
necessarily a sore spot due to the high energy but were not
as whisper quiet as most would like. Measurements over
90 decibels (dBA) are perceived as loud to most shooters. If
this can be tolerated, then this measurement should not be
counted as excessive.

In the Field
The Gladiator lab test provided high expectations for
the field testing. I was perched 15 feet off the ground in a
Lone Wolf treestand. Targets positioning at 30 and 40 yards
provided adequate shooting opportunities, mirroring probable hunting conditions. The rate of shooting was initially
slow but with the help of my son, I was able to have arrows
returned speedily without getting out of the treestand.
While shooting from the treestand, I evaluated several
facets of this crossbow. The big takeaway was proper fit. The
crossbow seemed almost tailored to my requirements in that
regard. Customization of the stock and associated length of
pull provided a super connection and added to my ability to
control the weapon. Archers have some control of optimizing the scope location and ocular lens adjustment, reducing
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offhand and found that I sometimes
Sp e e d Pe r In ch o f PS struggled to balance the crossbow
Sp e e d p e r In ch o f Po w e r W e ig h t
in my hands. This is likely because
4 2 5 g r a in s
Str o ke ( PS)
26.7
the crossbow appeared to be slightly
25.4
4 7 5 g r a in s
forward-heavy. Having to reload and
re-fire the crossbow creates a work24.2
5 2 5 g r a in s
out and small things (good and bad)
25.4
A ve r a g e
often times stick in your head. One of
Po w e r Str o ke
14.875
in ch e s
those is the coated stirrup. Certainly
a must for those that will make conarchers. Expect little creep and a glass break. The trigger tact with any metal treestand, this feature did its part in
weight was near what will work for most, as it remains within helping to hold the unit steady while loading. I also noticed
that 3-6 pound range. My preference is that the weight be small dots in and around the reticle of the scope; they were
slightly lighter, particularly with a trigger design that has not overly distracting but did create a question of quality.
such a clean break. Nonetheless, I adapted to the feature and Finally and interestingly enough, the loudness of the crossbow seemed to dissipate during the field test. Crossbows are
my downrange results did not suffer.
Some key design topics arose while I sat and stood on normally loud as compared to compound bows and it is no
the Lone Wolf Alpha II. Treestands undoubtedly limit mobil- surprise that certain tones can be an annoyance. However,
ity. The axle-to-axle and overall length of the Gladiator are while shooting, focusing on hitting where you are aiming
not considered huge by any means. However, the power tends to shift that focus, especially when you hit where you
stroke is not necessarily short. Ensuring that you are tied in are aiming.
Overall, some of the primary features that played into
with a tree harness, foot placement is comfortable and if you
have the ability to bend over and draw at
least 100 pounds (with the mechanical
advantage of a cocking aid), this crossbow
should not be a problem. Otherwise, consider the practice required and strengthening needed to draw this crossbow while
in the treestand, which may be a necessity while hunting. Personally, I found
the weight a bit cumbersome after 20-30
shots (please evaluate the draw-force
curve for more details).
The shooting ensued without much
hesitance. My goal of being able to replicate the results in the precision results
was nearly achieved. I tend to shoot

The scope features an illuminated multi-reticle design. It’s shown mounted at the most
forward position.
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my positive shooting experience were the scope setup, trig- against the objective material included herein. In general,
ger and stock design. Each shot fired benefited from the 4x32 nowadays, speed sells. This crossbow is likely to be a headmulti-reticle scope and prominent circular focal points. The turner when the crossbow is fired through a chronograph.
trigger pulled with precision and the stock seemed conform- That is an easy way to translate performance to a potential
ing. My field suggestion is if you can utilize a monopod or consumer. However, by all respects, ensure the customer
shooting rail with this crossshoots this crossbow. The precision
bow, high downrange scores
results recorded in this article will probA r r ow Tr a d e Sc or e c a r d
will likely be achieved.
ably be replicated.
Evaluation Criteria
Score
A special thanks goes out to Lone
Hot Features
Wolf Treestands and Summit Treestands.
Adjustability
This article lists various
Lone Wolf is one of the foremost
technologies that allowed for
treestand companies in the business; its
Craftsmanship
success in the field as well as in
product reputation has established it in
Design Integrity
the lab test. The performance
a highly competitive market. Lone Wolf
data had some high points
provided the Alpha II Hang-On Stand
Features
and some average results. The
and Climbing Sticks, which were utianti-dryfire mechanism funclized during the field testing. The setPerformance
tioned precisely as intended.
ups required for both these products are
Sound
The safety is quiet to activate.
quite simple and based on field use, it
The stock allowed for ample
is doubtful that any component could
Trigger
adjustments that met my
not handle extreme abuse. The toughVibration
demands and the comfort of
ness of the design is enhanced by convethe composite stock and rubNote: The ratings are based on the nient features, lightweight design and a
ber material on the foregrip
roomy platform.
following color codes:
and handle provided superb
Summit Treestands provided its
contact points.
Sport Safety Harness. Summit has been
Blue = exceptional,
focused on providing safety gear for
Green = above average,
Suggestions
many years and this product is designed
Light Green = average,
The Gladiator had two
for comfort.
Yellow = marginal,
areas that seemed open for
improvement. The crossRed = unacceptable
bow sound and vibration are
intense. Without question,
the overall crossbow weight
must be considered when
adding various materials to
Trigger Pull (lbs)
handle vibration and sound. It
1
5.31
is suggested that CenterPoint
2
5.13
research other materials that
3
5.40
may help tame the Gladiator
or future products without
4
5.00
adding much weight. As a side
5
4.76
note, it is not surprising that a
6
4.82
high-energy-producing cross7
4.80
bow would suffer a bit in this
area, so the objective scores
8
4.92
reflect an average rating.

Trigger A na lysis

Overview
The CenterPoint Gladiator
Whisper 405 performed
respectably. The crossbow
provides adequate adjustment
and some key features like the
trigger, which will raise some
eyebrows (in a good way).
CenterPoint provides the user
with good data on its website that should be compared

9

4.74

10

4.94

11

5.11

12

4.97

13

4.79

14

4.81

A ve1r5a g e
T r ig g e r Pu ll

4.91
4.94
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